Load applied on osseointegrated implant by transfemoral bone-anchored prostheses fitted with state-of-the-art prosthetic components
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ABSTRACT

Background: This study presented the load profile applied on transfemoral osseointegrated implants by bone-anchored prostheses fitted with state-of-the-art OSSUR microprocessor-controlled Rheo Knee XC and energy-storing-and-returning Pro-Flex XC or LP feet during five standardized daily activities.

Methods: This cross-sectional cohort study included 13 participants fitted with a press-fit transfemoral osseointegrated implant. Loading data were directly measured with the tri-axial transducer of an iPecsLab (RTC Electronics, USA) fitted between the implant and knee unit. The loading profile was characterized by spatio-temporal gait variables, magnitude of loading boundaries as well as onset and magnitude of loading extrema during walking, ascending and descending ramp and stairs.

Findings: A total of 2127 steps was analysed. The cadence ranged between 36 ± 7 and 47 ± 6 strides/min. The absolute maximum force and moments applied across all activities was 1322 N, 388 N and 133 N as well as 22 Nm, 52 Nm and 88 Nm on and around the long, anteroposterior and mediolateral axes of the implant, respectively.

Interpretation: This study provided new benchmark loading data applied by transfemoral bone-anchored prostheses fitted with selected OSSUR state-of-the-art components. Outcomes suggested that such prostheses can generate relevant loads at the interface with the osseointegrated implant to restore ambulation effectively. This study is a worthwhile contribution toward a systematic recording, analysis, and reporting of ecological prosthetic loading profiles as well as closing the evidence gap between prescription and biomechanical benefits of state-of-the-art components. Hopefully, this will contribute to improve outcomes for growing number of individuals with limb loss opting for bionic solutions.

1. Introduction

Because the use of a prosthesis is essential to maintain quality of life of an individual with transfemoral amputation (TFA), providers of prosthetic care design, select and fit sockets, knees and feet components the most susceptible to maximize functional outcomes (Samuelsson et al., 2012). Unfortunately, the soft tissues of the residuum have limited capacity to withstand the mechanical contraints transmitted by the prosthesis through the socket during weight bearing. Practically, the interface between the residuum and the socket could generate substantial discomfort due to skin breakdown that might lead to early, temporary and, possibly, definitive prosthesis abandonment (Meulenbelt et al., 2006).

Alternatively, TFAs could be fitted with bone-anchored prostheses (BAP) attached to an osseointegrated implant surgically inserted into the residual femur (Branemark et al., 2001; Pitkin, 2013). Several studies demonstrated that transfemoral BAP could improve functions and health-related quality of life, particularly for young and active individuals experiencing overwhelming socket issues (Atallah et al., 2020; Hagberg and Branemark, 2009; Hebert et al., 2017; Hoyt et al., 2020;}
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Leijendekkers et al., 2017; van Eck and McGough, 2015). Management of residual soft tissues as well as risks of infections, loosening, peri-prosthetic fracture and breakage of osseointegrated implant parts are deemed acceptable by treating teams, although they are yet to be satisfactorily resolved (Atallah et al., 2018; Atallah et al., 2020; Hoyt et al., 2020; Kunitso et al., 2018; van Eck and McGough, 2015). Preliminary health economic analyses suggested the cost-effectiveness of BAP compared to socket prostheses from a governmental prosthetic care perspective (Frossard et al., 2017; Frossard et al., 2018a; Frossard et al., 2018b; Frossard et al., 2019a).

2. Prescription of prosthetic components

Benefits and harms of the osseointegrated implants are confounded, one way or the other, by the fitting of prosthetic components during the rehabilitation and beyond (Helgason et al., 2009; Lee et al., 2008a; Newcombe et al., 2013; Stenlund et al., 2017; Stephenson and Seedhom, 2002; Thesleff et al., 2018). Clinical teams make bespoke recommendations for components considering altogether the regulation, type of implant, manufacturer’s instructions, lifestyle and price tag (Morgenroth, 2013). Initially, mechanically passive components with basic functions like single-axis or polycentric hydraulic knees and multi-axial foot-ankle units were recommended (Lee et al., 2007; Lee et al., 2008b). Nowadays, the prescriptions of advanced components such as microprocessor-controlled knees (MPKs) and energy-storing- and-retuming feet (ESARs) are more common (Frossard, 2013; Juhnke et al., 2015; Kaufman et al., 2012; Struchkov and Buckley, 2016). Prescription of these components is even considered as best-practice by some teams (OPRA, 2016).

3. Importance of loading profile

Frossard et al. (2003, 2008, 2011a) and Robinson et al. (2020a) highlighted the biomechanical advantages of these components (e.g., increased functions, reduced exposure to adverse events) derive from the loading profile they generate, corresponding to the repeated pattern of the forces and moments applied on and round the three anatomical axes of osseointegrated implant during daily activities (Frossard et al., 2003; Frossard et al., 2008; Frossard et al., 2011a; Robinson et al., 2020a; Robinson et al., 2020b).

In principle, BAP fitted with MPKs and ESARs could increase stability (e.g., stance and swing control), walking capacity (e.g., high range of motion, mechanically-powered push off), attenuation of excessive loading during daily activities (e.g., auto adaptive stance and swing phases) and reduce risks of falls (e.g., automatic stumble recovery) (Campbell et al., 2020; Frossard, 2013; Highsmith et al., 2016; Kahle et al., 2008; Orendurf et al., 2006; Sawers and Hafner, 2013). One could hypothesise that these functions altogether might generate a loading profile within the Goldilocks Zone for the osseointegrated implant. As described in Pitkin and Frossard (2021) and further illustrated in the supplement, this concept of loading Goldilocks Zone refers to the zone where the mechanical constrains (e.g., magnitude of the forces and moments) applied on the implant and the residuum is within a range that is just right, not too low and not too high, to maintain the stability between the bone/implant coupling (Pitkin and Frossard, 2021). It is anticipated that the load applied by BAP fitted with state-of-the-art components might be likely to be in a safe zone (e.g., “suitable-loading” for stable osseointegration) rather than in more risky zones that could damage the bone/implant coupling (e.g., “under-loading” associated with early loosening and infection, “over-loading” leading to breakage of parts and peri-prosthetic fractures).

4. Current knowledge of loading profile

Unfortunately, this hypothesis could only be partially validated with the current understanding of loading profile applied by BAP estimated using inverse dynamics or measured with a transducer (Dumas et al., 2009; Dumas et al., 2017; Frossard et al., 2011b; Harandi et al., 2020; Niswander et al., 2020; Theleff et al., 2018).

Lee et al. (2007, 2008) reported some loading characteristics during walking, ascending and descending ramp and stairs for a cohort of TFAs fitted screw-type implants and basic components (e.g., mechanically passive knees, multi-axial foot-ankle) (Frossard, 2019; Lee et al., 2007; Lee et al., 2008b). Frossard et al. (2013) presented a single-case study showing that the characterization of the loading profile using a series of extrema has the capacity to differentiate BAP fitted with a mechanical and MPK knees (Frossard, 2013). Recently, Frossard et al. (2019b) completed, compiled and shared the data collected during these studies (Frossard, 2019).

5. Need for loading profile with state-of-the-art components

To date, evidence confirming the alleged biomechanical advantages of state-of-the-art components are spares. Clearly, there is a need for a better understanding of loading profile applied by BAP fitted with state-of-the-art components during daily activities (Niswander et al., 2020).

Collecting new kinetic information on Rheo Knee XC and Pro-Flex XC or LP ankle-foot units (OSSUR, Iceland) will be indicated as they are amongst the MPKs and ESARs components commonly recommended to individuals with osseointegrated implant treated in Australia and elsewhere, respectively.

6. Purposes

The long-term aim of this work was to contribute to a better understanding of the mechanical effects of BAP fitted with state-of-the-art components on lower limb osseointegrated implants.

The purpose of this cross-sectional cohort study was to present the load profile applied on transfemoral osseointegrated implant by BAP fitted with Rheo Knee XC and Pro-Flex XC or LP using wearable transducer technology across five daily activities.

The specific objective was to present the range and variability of spatio-temporal gait variables, magnitude of loading boundaries as well as onset and magnitude of extrema applied during standardized straight level walking, ascending and descending ramp activities.

The supplement of this manuscript provides more information about the Goldilocks Zone, the position of transducer in relation to the implant, and the detection of extrema. Furthermore, eventual subsequent literature reviews and meta-analyses could be facilitated by additional information to be published in Data In Brief detailing the confounders (e.g., selection criteria, demographics, amputations data, prosthesis information, connections between implant and transducer, alignment of instrumented prostheses, position of percutaneous part and knee in relation to transducer, description of non-experimental setup, breakdown of number of steps analysed per activity), loading boundaries as well as scatter plots showing the dispersion of extrema detected and box plots of magnitude of extrema.

7. Methods

7.1. Population

Participants were recruited by a local prosthetist using arm-length recruitment strategy based on similar selection criteria presented previously (e.g., circa 6–8 cm clearance to fit transducer, completion of rehabilitation, capable to walk independently for 200 m) (Frossard et al., 2003; Frossard et al., 2010a; Lee et al., 2007; Lee et al., 2008b). No exclusion criteria were applied for gender, ethnicity, height or functional level. A total of 13 TFAs fitted with a non-FDA approved press-fit implant were assessed in Sydney, Australia between Sept 2017 and Aug 2018 (i.e., Integral leg prosthesis, Eska Orthopedics GmbH, Germany; Osseointegration Prosthetic Limb, Permedica SPA, Italy) (Atallah et al.,
Participants were fitted with an instrumented prosthesis made of tube and/or offset connector, iPecsLab’s transducer (RTC Electronics, USA), Rheo Knee XC, Pro-Flex XC or LP feet and their own footwear (Frossard et al., 2019b; Frossard et al., 2020; Koehler et al., 2014). We purposely choose the XC and LP models within the Pro-Flex family usually recommended for patients in Australia because of their ability to tolerate high impact level.

A qualified and experienced prosthetist achieved static alignment by positioning the knee joint centre approximately three centimetres posterior to the vertical line of the bodies’ centre of mass using the L.A.S. A.R. Posture (Ottobock, Gernany) (Blumentritt, 1997). The prosthesis made the dynamic alignment and resistance adjustment for knee and foot that suited participants’ preferences (Blumentritt, 2017). Participants were used to walk with an MPK fitted in their usual limb, as detailed in the supplement. Thus, approximately 15-min acclimation time with instrumented prosthesis was deemed sufficient to warrant required confidence and safety (Schmalz et al., 2014).

The loads were measured directly using an iPecsLab including a tri-axial transducer fitted between the participant’s offset adapter and knee unit (Frossard, 2013; Lee et al., 2007; Lee et al., 2008b). The transducer recorded forces and moments at 200 Hz that were sent wirelessly to laptop nearby. The coordinate system of the transducer was aligned so that its vertical axis was co-axial with the long (LG) axis of the implant and the other axes corresponded to the anatomical anteroposterior (AP) and mediolateral (ML) directions of the implant. Forces acting along the three axes of the transducer were denoted as FLG, FAP and FML where forces and moments expressed in N and %BW as well as Nm and %BWm. The characterization of loading profile involved up to 33 variables for each activity given a total of 201 variables across all activities, corresponding to a series of:

- Three spatio-temporal variables per activity including the cadence for a given trial as well as the duration of GC in seconds and the support phases in %GC (Frossard et al., 2010a). The cadence was determined based on the duration between two consecutive heel contacts of the prosthetic limb and, therefore, expressed in strides per minute (stride/min). The cadence of prosthetic limb did not always equate to the number of steps ascended or descended during stairs activities depending on step-over-step or step-by-step technique (Reid et al., 2007).
- 12 loading boundaries per activity including the minimum and maximum of the three components of forces and moments expressed in %BW and %BWm across all gait cycles in relevant segment regardless of the onset, respectively.
- 36 overall loading boundaries across all activities including the minimum, maximum and absolute maximum of the three components of forces and moments expressed in %N and %BW respectively.
- Up to 18 loading extrema per activity including up to three extrema for each of the three components of force and moment (Frossard, 2013; Frossard et al., 2003; Frossard et al., 2009; Lee et al., 2007; Lee et al., 2008b). An extremum was defined as a point of inflection of the loading pattern occurring consistently over successive steps for a given activity for all participants. Time of occurrence or onset and magnitude of each extremum was detected semi-automatically by searching the minimum or maximum loading magnitude within a pre-set time window.

Datasets for spatio-temporal variables, loading boundaries and extrema were generated by collating altogether the GCs for all trials for each activity. Datasets for the overall loading boundaries were extracted for all GCs across all activities together. All datasets were described in this manuscript by the mean and one standard deviation. Box plots showing lower and higher limits of 95% confidence interval, mean and outliers of the magnitude of extrema of forces and moments are also presented in the supplement.

The load data was extracted applying the following step-by-step a process:

- **Step 1: Calibration.** Raw data for each trial was offset according to the magnitude of the load recorded during calibration.
- **Step 2: Detection of relevant segment.** The first and the last two to three strides recorded for each trial were discarded to analyse steps taken at a steady pace, outside of gait initiation and termination, respectively.
- **Step 3: Determination of gait events.** The plot of FLG was used to detect manually individual heel contacts and toe-offs events within the relevant segment for each trial (Frossard et al., 2019b).
- **Step 4: Normalization.** Datasets were time-normalized from 0 to 100 throughout the gait cycle (GC) or support phases (SUP) to facilitate averaging of trials as well as reporting of events and extrema in percentage of GC (%GC) or SUP (%SUP), respectively. Forces and moments data were also expressed as percentage of bodyweight (% BW, %BWm).

7.5. Analysis

The characterization of loading profile involved up to 33 variables for each activity given a total of 201 variables across all activities, corresponding to a series of:
8. Results

8.1. Participants

A total of 13 TFAs fitted with a press-fit implant participated in this study (2 females, 11 males, 57 ± 14 years, 1.78 ± 0.08 m, 86.31 ± 18.03 kg, 25.92 ± 4.73 kg/m², 17 ± 19 years since amputation, 2 ± 2 years since osseointegration, 28.38 ± 5.69 cm residuum length or 63 ± 11% of sound thigh). Individual demographics, amputations and prosthetics information are detailed in the supplement. This cohort represented approximately 3.2% and 1.3% of the population of TFA fitted with BAP in Australia and worldwide, respectively.

A total of 2127 GCs was analysed including 347, 252, 268, 236 and 180 recorded during walking, ascending and descending ramp and stairs, respectively.

8.2. Spatio-temporal gait variables

The cadence and durations of GC are presented in Table 1. All 12 (80%) spatio-temporal variables showed a low variability during walking, ascending and descending ramp as well as ascending stairs. Only three (20%) spatio-temporal variables showed a high variability during descending stairs.

8.3. Loading profile

Participants used a range of combinations of tubes and/or offset connectors between the percutaneous parts and the transducer (i.e., no tube and no adapter: 15%, a tube and an adapter: 8%, a tube and no adapter: 8%, no tube and an adapter: 69%). We estimated that the distal end of the percutaneous part and the centre of the knee were positioned 1.61 ± 1.36 cm, 0.75 ± 0.68 cm and 9.07 ± 2.32 cm as well as 1.08 ± 1.16 cm, –0.69 ± 0.73 cm and –8.10 ± 0.35 cm from the centre of the transducer on the AP, ML and LG axes, respectively.

An overview of the mean and standard deviation pattern of the load applied on implant during the support phase of walking, ascending and descending ramp and stairs are presented in Figs. 1, 2 and 3, respectively.

8.4. Loading boundaries

The average loading boundaries applied during each activity are presented in Table 2. All average minimum and maximum loads showed high variability except the five (17%) average maximum loads for FLG applied during all activities.

The overall minimum and maximum load applied across all activities, respectively, ranged between:

- –298 N and 1322 N or – 28%BW and 161%BW on FLG,
- –358 N and 388 N or – 31%BW and 34%BW on FAP,
- –56 N and 133 N or – 7%BW and 16%BW on FML,
- –22 Nm and 20 Nm or – 2%BWm and 2%BWm on MLG,
- –52 Nm and 24 Nm or – 6%BWm and 3%BWm on MAP,
- –67 Nm and 88 Nm or – 9%BWm and 11%BWm on MML.

8.5. Loading extrema

A total of 43 out of 90 potential extrema across all activities were actually extracted as they occurred consistently for all participants (i.e., FLG1, FAP1, FAP2, FML1, MLG1, MLG2, MAP1, MML1, MML2, MML3), including ten for level walking and ascending ramp as well as nine for descending ramp, eight for ascending stairs and six for descending stairs.

The onset and magnitude presented in Table 3 showed a high variability for 31 (72%) and 38 (88%) extrema, respectively.

9. Discussion

9.1. Key results

This study indicated that:

- The loading profiles were obtained for a cohort representing approximately 1.3% of the estimated population of TFA fitted with BAP worldwide.
- Cadence ranged between 36 ± 7 and 47 ± 6 strides/min when walking, ascending and descending ramp and stairs at self-selected speed.
- The absolute maximum load applied was 161%BW on FLG, 34%BW on FAP, 16%BW on FML, 298 N on MLG, 6%BWm on MAP and 11%BWm on MML.
- The loading profile applied during the five daily activities considered could be characterized by a series of 10 extrema (i.e., FLG = 1, FAP = 2, FML = 1, MLG = 2, MAP = 1, MML = 3).
- The variability was typically low for the spatio-temporal variables but high for the loading boundaries and extrema.

9.2. Interpretation

Incidentally, this study confirmed the ability of portable kinetic systems using a tri-axial transducer embedded in the prosthesis to capture more ecological loading profile than other methods relying on inverse dynamics (Dumas et al., 2009; Dumas et al., 2017; Frossard et al., 2008; Frossard et al., 2010a; Frossard et al., 2010b; Frossard et al., 2011b; Lee et al., 2007; Lee et al., 2008b). Direct measurements allowed recording of high number of steps when the participants moved freely in a non-instrumented environment. These measurements alleviate some of the burdens of inverse dynamics requiring steps adjustments to hit the faceplates and positioning of reflective markers on the body to facilitate 3D motion capture. Inverse dynamic is also prone to propagation of error measurements to proximal joints as suggested in Dumas et al. (2017) (Dumas et al., 2009; Dumas et al., 2017; Frossard et al., 2011b). Thus, load profile measured directly with a transducer might be more reflective of real-world loading.

The comparison of the loading profile presented here with data previously published must be considered carefully because of possible differences between studies due to uncontrolled confounders (e.g., length of residuum, heterogeneity of prosthetic components, alignment due to inter-prosthetist variability, physical set-ups of the activities and duration of acclimation with instrumented prosthesis) (Frossard, 2019; Frossard et al., 2010a; Lee et al., 2007; Lee et al., 2008b). Nonetheless, this study indicated that BAP fitted with the state-of-the-art components

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean and standard deviation of spatio-temporal variables including cadence, duration of gait cycle (GC) and support phase with state-of-the-art components during daily activities.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Walking</th>
<th>Ascending ramp</th>
<th>Descending ramp</th>
<th>Ascending stairs</th>
<th>Descending stairs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cadence (Strides/min)</td>
<td>47 ± 6</td>
<td>1.34 ± 0.22</td>
<td>63 ± 4</td>
<td>0.60 H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gait cycle (%)</td>
<td>1.34 ± 0.22</td>
<td>1.34 ± 0.18</td>
<td>64 ± 6</td>
<td>1.72 ± 0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support (%GC)</td>
<td>63 ± 4</td>
<td>1.34 ± 0.21</td>
<td>63 ± 6</td>
<td>52 ± 11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

%SUP: percentage of the support phase, %BW: Percentage of the bodyweight, H: High PV, L: Low PV.
restore noticeably the spatio-temporal gait characteristics when ambulating at self-selected speed. The average cadence and durations of support phase during walking were 3 strides/min (5%) faster and 0.022 s (3%) longer, 0 strides/min and 0.112 s (13%) longer but 11 strides/min (24%) slower and 0.192 s (23%) longer compared to baseline for individuals fitted with socket-suspended prostheses and BAP including basic components as well as able-bodied presented in Frossard et al., 2010b, Frossard et al., 2019a, respectively (Frossard, 2019; Frossard et al., 2010a). State-of-the-art components produced maximum load across all the activities that was increased noticeably by 226 N or 37% BW on FLG but moderately by 77 N or 2%BW on FAP, 6 Nm or 1%BWm on MLG, 3 Nm or 2%BWm on MAP and 14 Nm or 3%BWm on MML and even reduced by 149 N or 11%BW on FML compared to BAP fitted with basic components (Frossard, 2019). State-of-the-art components generated propelling loads during the last part of the support phase that were increased by 7%BW, 8%BW and 7%BW for FAP2, 2.61%BWm, 1.80%BWm and 0.89%BWm for MML2 as well as 0.29%BWm, 0.06% BWm and 0.31%BWm for MLG2 compared to BAP fitted with basic components during walking as well as ascending and descending ramp, respectively (Frossard, 2019).

Finally, the high variability in magnitude of extrema was consistent with step-to-step variabilities reported in Lee et al. (2008a) that are typical of symptomatic populations. There is little evidence associating high variability and exposure to risks for the implant. However, these outcomes underlined the benefits of individualized assessments when looking at effects of specific components on loading profile. They also highlighted the importance of considering components with homogeneous design when planning observational cohort studies.

Fig. 1. Average and standard deviation (thin lines) of loading profile applied with state-of-the-art components during walking (347 gait cycles). %BW: Percentage of the bodyweight.
9.3. Limitations

The limitations of this work were typical of observational and, more specifically, cross-sectional cohort studies focusing on ecological measurements of prosthetic loading during standardized daily activities (Frossard et al., 2008; Frossard et al., 2010a; Lee et al., 2007; Lee et al., 2008b).

The forces and the moments were expressed in relation to the transducer’s coordinate system. However, the transducer was offset by a few centimetres only on the AP and ML axes making the magnitude of the moments around these axes fairly close to the ones applied at the distal end of the implant. The measurements of the loads were performed without standardization of the resistance of knee flexion and stiffness of the ankle units (e.g., index of anthropomorphicity) during dynamic alignments (Blumentritt, 2017; Frossard et al., 2019b; Kobayashi et al., 2013; Schmalz et al., 2002). It is unclear how individual adjustments affected the overall variability of loading profiles. Studies showed that the acclimation time allowed should be sufficient, giving prior experience of the participants with MKPs (Schmalz et al., 2014). However, it is possible that limited adaptation to various default stance and swing setups between knees might lead the more hesitant gait pattern and possibly lower loading. Prolonged practice would have helped participants to take full advantage of Rheo Knee XC’s stair assist functions and, possibly, reduce variability of extrema particularly during descending stairs.

The characterization of the loading profile overlooked the loading

Fig. 2. Average and standard deviation (thin lines) of loading profile applied with state-of-the-art components during ascending (252 gait cycles) and descending ramp (268 gait cycles). %BW: Percentage of the bodyweight.
rate occurring during the first part of the support phase and the impulse applied during the whole GC. We made an educated choice for the interpretation of the PV’s threshold.

The interpretation of the loading characteristics might be limited by the lack of assessment of confounders associated with spatial variables (e.g., walking base, step and stride length), as well as dynamics (e.g., ground and handrail reaction forces), kinematics (e.g., trunk bending, hip range of movement) and kinetics (e.g., ankle, knee, and hip joint moments and work). Unfortunately, the execution of the activities was too little documented to explain interactions between loading profiles and the execution of the activity, such as use of yielding function of the knee, positioning of feet and use of handrail during descending of the stairs. The Stair Assessment Index could have been one way to document the execution of stair activities and should be considered in future studies (Kahle et al., 2008).

9.4. Generalization

This study provided new benchmark kinetic data for commonly prescribed state-of-the-art components fitted to transfemoral BAP. Comparable to most studies in the field, this sample size could be somewhat representative of current existing population. More importantly, this study relied on the analysis of a number of GCs that was larger than most studies relying on inverse dynamics, for example (Dumas et al., 2017; Frossard et al., 2011b). However, generalization of loading profiles might be considered carefully because of the high
variability in extrema highlighting the importance of individual skills with the knee and, certainly, limited to the use of the Rho Knee XC and Pro-Flex XC or LP feet considered here. Further generalization might be hazardous when considering other MPKs and ESARs giving specificity in design features of each component.

More generalizable is the methodological contribution toward a systematic recording, analysis and reporting of ecological prosthetic loading profiles during standardized daily activities. The proposed loading characterization could be used to support further evidence-based prescription of components for BAP.

### 9.5. Future studies

It will belong to future studies to establish to what extent BAP with the state-of-the-art components make ambulation less physically demanding and allow users to be active for longer bouts of activities (e.g., BAP fitted with state-of-the-art components Vs. BAP fitted with basic components) (Frossard et al., 2011a; Jarvis et al., 2017).

In the meantime, the proposed characterization of loading profile could facilitate future observational studies with larger cohorts of TFAs comparing BAP constructs with other MPKs and ESARs ( Hobara et al., 2020 ; Kannenberg et al., 2013 ; Kaufman et al., 2012 ; Lura et al., 2015 ; Morgenroth et al., 2018 ; Struchkov and Buckley, 2016 ). Indeed, the magnitude of loading boundaries and extrema presented here can help to determine the sample size of cohorts that are required for sufficient statistical power of a study. Subsequent observational studies will provide a better understanding of cross-correlation between loading and confounders (e.g., demographics, amputations information, spatio-temporal gait variables) as well as inter-component loading variability.

Further studies could associate the loading profiles with complementary mechanical (e.g., dynamics, kinematics, kinetics characteristics), physiological (e.g., electromyography of residuum muscles, metabolic energy consumption) and participant’s experience (e.g., comfort score) information (Butowicz et al., 2020; Dumas et al., 2009; Dumas et al., 2017; Frossard et al., 2011b; Kaufman et al., 2018; Pantall et al., 2011). Establishing how prosthetic loading with state-of-the-art components influence the development of osseointegration around the implant and overall stability will be particularly valuable (e.g., modelling) (Helgason et al., 2009; Lee et al., 2008a; Newcombe et al., 2013; Prochor et al., 2020; Robinson et al., 2020a; Schwarze et al., 2014).

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Walking</th>
<th>Ascending ramp</th>
<th>Descending ramp</th>
<th>Ascending stairs</th>
<th>Descending stairs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FLG (%BW)</td>
<td>-3.81 ± 4.35</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>-4.12 ± 4.39</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>-2.01 ± 5.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAP (%BW)</td>
<td>-11.35 ± 4.19</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>-10.92 ± 4.05</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>-13.77 ± 5.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FML (%BW)</td>
<td>-1.20 ± 0.80</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>-1.20 ± 0.82</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>-1.26 ± 1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLG (°BWm)</td>
<td>-0.44 ± 0.293</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>-0.396 ± 0.239</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>-0.548 ± 0.278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAP (%BWm)</td>
<td>3.438 ± 0.982</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>-3.168 ± 0.832</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>-3.150 ± 1.065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MML (%BWm)</td>
<td>-2.469 ± 1.012</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>-2.922 ± 0.778</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>-2.833 ± 1.254</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Walking</th>
<th>Ascending ramp</th>
<th>Descending ramp</th>
<th>Ascending stairs</th>
<th>Descending stairs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FLG (%BW)</td>
<td>101.97 ± 6.76</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>100.55 ± 6.88</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>105.43 ± 11.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAP (%BW)</td>
<td>19.74 ± 7.04</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>22.43 ± 6.00</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>15.72 ± 8.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FML (%BW)</td>
<td>7.02 ± 2.72</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>7.62 ± 2.73</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>6.87 ± 3.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLG (%BWm)</td>
<td>0.734 ± 0.231</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>0.730 ± 0.358</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>0.603 ± 0.420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAP (%BWm)</td>
<td>0.787 ± 0.523</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>0.821 ± 0.575</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>0.653 ± 0.492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MML (%BWm)</td>
<td>4.131 ± 1.208</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>4.027 ± 1.328</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>2.671 ± 1.570</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

%SUP: percentage of the support phase, %BW: Percentage of the bodyweight, H: High PV, L: Low PV.
Conclusions

The spatio-temporal gait variables and magnitude of the propelling loads suggested that bone-anchored prostheses fitted with the state-of-the-art components considered can contribute to restore noticeably the capacity of individuals with transfemoral osseointegrated implant to ambulate. Despite the possible effects of confounders, this study provided early indication that loading profile applied by state-of-the-art components could stack up favourably against basic components.

This work supported broader efforts made by biomechanists, engineers and clinicians to design quality insurance norms for osseointegrated implants, surgical procedures, rehabilitation and prosthetic fitting protocols with BAP.

Altogether, this study is a worthwhile contribution toward closing the evidence gaps between the current prescription and prosthetic care benefits of state-of-the-art components that will, hopefully, warrant utmost favourable outcomes for growing number of individuals with limb loss opting for bionic solutions worldwide.
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